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M.B. Piotrovsky

THE FATE
OF CASTLE GHUMDAN

There is an ayat (9:110/111) in Quran which reads:
The building which they built will never cease to be a misgiving in their 

hearts unless their hearts be tom to pieces. Allah is knower, wise*
In the mediaeval Yemen some people believed that it referred to 

qasr Ghumdan, the famous castle erected in San'a in the pre-Islamic
epoch 2.

This is not so but the conceit reflects the symbolic significance 
of ancient edifices, Ghumdan first of all, in the historico-epical tradi
tions of Yemenis in the Islamic epoch. Yemenis who lived long after 
the ancient kingdoms had perished and the old buildings had been cra
shed and battered, brought together, collected into a single focus of 
Ghumdan all their memories, everything they were able and wished to 
keep in mind of their forefathers’ grandeur, lustre and splendour. Le
gends about ancient kings of Yemen allude to possessing Ghumdan as 
a symbol of having acquired authority over the country. “ To reside in 
Ghumdan” meant “ to occupy the throne, to sway the sceptre of Yemen 
Ghumdan appears in all tales and stories, practically in all traditions 
of the past of Yemen and in all poems bewayling the loss of its an
cient grandeur3.

There is very little information about Ghumdan save what we find 
in historico-epical tradition. The name of the qasr is true to fact. It real 
ly existed and there are mentions of it in ancient inscriptions. Certain 
elements of Ghumdan’s decoration were probably used in constructing 
the Great Mosque of San'a. According to tradition qasr Ghumdan rose on 
a hill inside what is now the citadel of San'a, inaccessible for explora
tion at present.Historico-epical tradition,on the other hand, abounds in cues and 
details. Its purpose, like that of all other Qahtanid legends, is to be- 
praise, acclaim and extol the past of Yemen, so that we should expect 
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hyperboles and exaggeration. Many of the kings who are described as 
having dwelt in Ghumdan seem never to have existed at all, others did 
wield authority but at the time when neither Ghumdan nor San'a were ex
tant and other towns and residences made important centres in Yemen — 
as we learn from inscriptions.4

The regularly repeated tale of San'a and Ghumdan having been foun
ded by Sam, a son of Nuh/Noah, is in fact a biblical layer introduced 
into Qahtanid traditions in the Islamic time when Sam was identified 
with Azal/Uzal, the son of Yoqtan. That was part of the general ten
dency to associate the ancient history of Yemen with the biblical his
tory, first bringing about the identification of a South Arabian tribe name 
Qahtan, with the name of Yoqtan in the Bible5.

Still, a fair number of traditional statements about the palace-castle 
Ghumdan may be of service in an attempt to reconstruct its appearance 
since they find at least partial confirmation in the data of inscriptions, 
archaeology and history of architecture. Such coincidences allow us to 
give credence to other specifications which are in no way refuted or in
validated by the well-known facts of the history and archaeology of 
Yemen6

Al-Hamdani quotes the communication that the wall of San'a was 
built by king Sha'ir Awtar, and qasr Gumdan by the king Ilshrah Yah- 
dub7. Epigraphic data provide an indirect confirmation of that: the ear
liest occurrence of San'a and Ghumdan has place in inscriptions which 
belong to the time of the Sabaean king Sha'ir Awtar (the end of the Ilnd— 
the beginning of the III rd century A.D.). The king’s inscription (Nami 
121 calls him the king of Saba and of the castles Salhin and Ghundan. 
Ghumdan/Ghumdan8 in this case is not merely a name, but a connota
tion of a royal residence and a symbol of the king’s power. The prefer
ment of Ghumdan is evidently part of the general process of San'a’s 
growing eminence connected with Sabaean kings of Marib trying to get 
support from central regions of the country in their struggle with Hi- 
myarits.

Ghumdan is also mentioned, alongside of Salhin, the royal resi
dence in Marib, in the inscriptions of the middle of the Illrd century 
under Ilsharah Yahdub (both as a single king and during his coregency 
with his brother Yazil Bayyin). The inscription Ja 577 expresses the 
king’s thanks to God Almaqah for retaining in the king’s power the 
castles Salhin and Ghumdan and the cities Marib, San'a and Nashq (see 
also the inscription CIH 4291. Thereafter for all the period, of Middle 
Ages the possession of San a was a key to controlling the whole of
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Yemen. All the mediaeval rulers tried hard to get hold of San'a and in 
the Early Middle Ages Ghumdan, the palace-castle of San'a, was really 
the symbol of dominion over Yemen as the tradition insists.

The tradition has conserved several descriptions of Ghumdan. All 
of these, both complete accounts and fragmentary indications, are col
lected in a special chapter of volume 8 of Al-Iklil (The Crown), the ten 
volume treatise on the history and antiquities of Yemen written by al- 
Hamdani in the Xth century. Al-Hamdani’s work was the source from 
which the information passed into other Yemeni and non-Yemeni books, 
the famous XIIth century geographic encyclopaedia, Yaqut’s Dictionary 
o f the Countries included. The information assembled in Al-Iklil is 
abundant and multiplex enough for an appreciation of it to be realized. 
Al-Hamdani quotes prosaic descriptions and occasional statements, he 
includes in his text several poems portraying the splendour of the an
cient castle.

One of the poems was composed by himself, a kind of summing up 
of the information he had collected.

There had been Ghumdan and the people who inhabited it. Thinking of 
it brings peace to the heart!

Ghumdan rose into the core of heaven, it was twenty stories high, no 
less!

It was crowned with the turban of clouds, it  was clad and girt with marble
Its blocks were joined together by copper ties, the spans between its cas

tles were of onyx and alabaster.
At each of its  comers there was the head of an eagle in flight or the head 

of a lion roaring, made of copper.
Deep inside it  a water-clock was established, its trickling drops measur

ing the fractions of the day.
On its top flocks of birds used to halt for repose. The water that flows in 

its channels —
Comes from a spring that is not over cool. The upper part of the edifice, 

above the structure of it, is  a chamber
Lined with marble. And the lords of the castle can easily ascend to it 

whenever they feel like i t9.
Another poetical account of Ghumdan is ascribed to a Yemeni poet 

of the VII—VI I th century, 'Alqama b. Dhu Djadan nicknamed an-Naw- 
waha, that is “ a fervent mourner” , as most of his poems are laments 
and dirges over the ancient glory and grandeur of Yemen. The poetry 
that goes under his name presents a characteristic form of the Yemeni 
(Qahtanid) historico-epical tradition with Yemeni roots and based on 
memories and body of knowledge acquired by several generations of 
the Yemeni.
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And Ghumdan of which I was told, it had been built on the summit 
mountain, firmly constructed

Of rocks well adjusted. At the foot of i t  were fields, and wells of i 
water, and silty ponds.

It was constructed of alabaster and its  upper part faced with marbl 
compact, without fissures.

When i t  grew dark lamps were lit there, bright and dazzling like fl; 
of lightning.

When the palm planted beside it  /and  matching it in height/ happe 
drop a few unripe dates they split the ground in their fall.

It had been fresh and new and it  turned into dust and cinders, its •. 
dour was destroyed by flames of the fire 10

Al-Hamdani and other sources contain various poetical fragi 
mentioning Ghumdan or certain details of its appearance. None c 
express the authors’ authentic impressions, the poets, to be suri 
saw Ghumdan but with the eye of imagination. They, like Alqanu 
refashioned old traditions giving them a new life. This refers to 
ascribed to a contemporary of Muhammad, Umayya b. Abu-s-Salt, 
from Taif, a Hidjaz town.

Only some fragments remain of a Yemeny cycle of traditions 
a noble Yemeni prince qayl Sayf b. Dhu Yazan driving out of the 
Ethiopian invaders with the help of Persians. The tradition told 
voys from all quarters of Arabia coming to greet Sayf b. Dhu Yaz 
the victory, among them the prophet Muhammad’s grandfather 'Al 
Muttalib and the poet Umayya b. Abu-s-Salt who composed at the 
(that’s how the legend puts it) a long poem some lines of which 
tain a description of Ghumdan.

To Your health, o prince crowned with /v ic to ry /, be Your seat his 
hall in which You often preside is  high up in Ghumdan.

The castle was built by qayl Dhu Sharah. Have You seen anyone 
his achievement?

Birds cannot soar above /th e  ca stle /, hard it  is for them to fly up 
top and to fly down again.

It is girt with marble making it steadfast, and a statue adorns ea< 
its comersl l .

The poem contains details similar to those mentioned by al 
dani and the Yemeni traditipn. The comparisons and imagery toi 
mind us of al-Hamdani’s own poem. It seems, the verses ascribe 
Umayya present an earlier form of poetic fixation of the Yemeni 
tion. It was characteristic of the Yemeni to ascribe their folklo 
to traditional celebrities.



All the poetic and prosaic versions summed up together give us 
the Yemeni folklore tradition of what Ghumdan was like. Many of the 
details seem quite reliable letting us form a thorough enough idea of 
this monument of Yemeni architecture. The general trustworthiness of 
al-Hamdani’s information about South Arabian architecture, and the 
castle of Ghumdan in particular, was proved by V.A. Krachkovskaya 
as early as 1941 2 . But she never tried to analyze all the information 
about Ghumdan, nor had she at her disposal the complete text of al- 
Hamdani’s work. There is a lot of epigraphic and archaeological ma
terial that appeared recently and was, naturally, unknown to her. At 
present her conclusions must be augmented and enlarged.

Here are the main features of Ghumdan as given in mediaeval des
criptions.

Loftiness. The great elevation of the castle is regularly empha
sized both metaphorically (“ flocks of birds” , “ a turban of clouds” ) 
and hyperbolically — by the number of its stories and height of each.
We read of seven stories each of them ten cubits high and of twenty 
stories each twenty cubits high. The height of the edifice is compared 
to the span of an arrow’s flight as well.

The most salient features of both ancient and mediaeval Yemeni 
architecture are just these: the houses having several stories and be
ing towerlike. Ghumdan, doubtless, should have been a lofty edifice. 
Large tower houses in Yemen generally have 5 to 7 stories and each 
contains apartments which are rather high and have two windows, one 
below, the other near to the ceiling. 13.

Ghumdan might look prepossessing enough if it had ten stories 
each ten cubits high, which was quite possible.

The tradition speaks of several towers, not of a tower merely, 
and that makes one think of the castle resembling large “ manorial” 
family houses found in many towns and in the valley villages as well. 
These houses have several towers or projections. One might suggest 
also that the towers belonged to several tower houses erected close 
together as in Hadrami Shibam, but this seems less probable.

Being surrounded with fields and gardens. That is typical of family 
houses. We see the same in descriptions of Ghumdan. Around it and be
low it, according to tradition, there were water-springs and channels, 
palms and vineyards — a real estate. In ancient time and in the Middle 
Ages prominent centres of powerful nobility presented just similar com
plexes: a palatial castle and tilled areas around it14. Towns of me
diaeval Yemen enclosed arable plots and orchards inside their walls. 
Even in present day San'a large family (clan) houses have tilled areas 
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attacned to them. So it is quite probable that Ghumdan was placed in 
die middle of an irrigated estate with fields and extensive palm groves.

Building materials. As tradition has it, Ghumdan was constructed 
mainly of large stone blocks bonded together with copper. In Yemen 
tower houses were built both of stone and of mud bricks. Either was 
possible and characteristic in the central region where San'a is si
tuated. Since Ghumdan had evidently been erected by Sabaeans it 
should have been constructed of stone, traditionally used in Marib ar
chitecture.

Still it may be supposed that some parts of the castle — inner 
apartments, upper stories and towers — were made of mud blocks. Such 
double technique was widely spread as well in Yemen both in ancient 
time and in the Middle Ages. The fact that wood was used in construc
tion seems to point indirectly to mud blocks and bricks employed: hard 
species of timber (sidr, labah, dirm) and flitched trunks ( 'a r 'a r) of 
which special mention is made must have been used in construction 
for joists and frames and not only for finish or ornamentation.

Field work of French and later of Soviet explorers in Hadramawt 
revealed, somewhat unexpectedly, the fact that local wood species were 
most widely used in constructing houses of mud bricks. Mud bricks and 
blocks were put inside a rigid cage of vertical and horisontal rafters 
which thus bound the walls most firmly. Very much wood was used in 
this way, that being, probably, one of the causes of mountain and de
sert bordering forests having exterminated. 15 Such techniques might 
have been used in constructing Ghumdan.

For facing and ornamenting the outer sides of walls alabaster and 
marble were used, the edifice is described as girt or girded with these 
materials. Of their usage in ancient Yemen the sculpture of that period 
is proof. Quite a number of alabaster and marble statues and reliefs 
have been preserved. Reliefs made part of architectural ornamentation. 
That must have been true for Ghumdan too.

P olychrom e colouring. There is mention of walls of the castle being 
variously coloured. Some sources name white, red, green and black, others 
white, red, green and yellow16. Archaeological evidence is scant, 
still we know that outer surfaces of walls were coloured in ancient Yemen 
sometimes. A number of dedicatory inscriptions were engraved on deco
rative tiles previously painted over. Thus there are traces of overall red 
colouring on most tiles found in the ruins of ancient temples in the site 
of Raybun and other sites in the lower reaches of wadi Hadramawt (e.g. 
Bir Hamad) and wadi al-Ayn. Both the inner and the outer surfaces of 
walls of those temples had been coloured. Hence we may suppose that
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polychromy was one of the characteristic features of ancient Yemen ar 
chitecture, not only in Hadramawt but elsewhere too.

In the Late Middle Ages divers-coloured houses were frequent in 
many regions of Southern Arabia. Traditional houses in modern Asir at 
decorated with broad polychromatic bands. Nowadays we witness in 
Yemen a resurrection of the old manner of embellishing whitewashed 
facades with a variety of colours, partly due to the influence of the In 
ner Arabia traditions. One can observe it in Hadramawt.

All these considerations allow us to take on trust the polychromy 
of Ghumdan as described in traditions.

Other (subsidiary) arrangements. Al-Hamdani’s poem mentions a 
water clock, some kind of clepsydra. There exists an archaeological 
analogue. The American expedition which excavated the temple of god 
Almaqah in Marib found a special recess in the entrance passage with 
traces of continually trickling water. It seems that vessels dripping 
water made part of ritual architecture in Y em en i These little fountain 
were interpreted as clepsydras much later, their real function being not 
that of the clock.

In all the descriptions an apartment on the top of Ghumdan is men 
tioned. It was covered with a half-transparent roof or a dome of alabas 
ter and the lords of the castle, that is, the rulers used to stay there fre 
quently. The entrances to it had no doors but curtains trimmed with lit) 
bells. The luminaries in the apartment were said to shed their light ink 
the distance to be seen from afar.

Roof is an important functional part of the traditional Yemeni (and 
Near Eastern in general) dwelling house. Small booths are frequently 
arranged on it. The roof is attractive because of coolness and safety 
it provides, it is where family meets for rest and talk. It seems most 
probable that the roof apartment in the royal residence of Ghumdan was 
carefully adorned,it might serve for certain important rituals or, just 
the contrary, be the king’s private room, his place of rest, and so taken 
special care of.

Statues. All descriptions of Ghumdan pay special attention to bron 
heads of lions and eagles believed to adorn its roof. The lions’ heads 
are credited with emitting roar similar to that of real lions — when wind 
entered them.

The monuments of ancient Yemeni art include various elements of 
architectural decqration, reliefs, spouts for rain water and also statues 
of bulls, ibexes (wild goats), lions.18 So the story of statues on the 
roof of Ghumdan seems quite reliable in principle.
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Recently an old text came to our knowledge, the first to show that 
sculpture and architectural decoration of palaces were of great impor- 
ance in Early mediaeval Yemen. It is the inscription which tells how 
he Himyarite king Sharahbiil Ya'fur, son of the famous king As'ad, cal- 
ed “  the Perfect one” was constructing the palace Haragam in the Hi- 
Dyarite capital Zafar (in the middle of the fifth century). In the list of 
belting’s works sculptures take a prominent place. Two kinds of sculp
tures are distinguished, stone figures of bulls and put up in-between 
those bronze statues of men, lions, panthers, ibexes.

Thus goes the inscription.
Sharahbiil Ya'fur, king of Saba and of dhu-Kaydan and of Hadra- 

mawt and of Yamanat, and of his bedouins in Taud and in Tihama had 
established foundations and erected on them his house Haragam, and 
completed it and ornamented it from the basis to the /roof/ ... and he 
covered it with whitewash and made a front wall and a high roof to pre
serve it... and a square basis for ... and upper windows, and drainage, 
and a pavillion on the roof with figures of bulls cut/of stone/, and lions, 
and bronze statues of men between the bulls cut /of stone/ ... and he 
built the hall for reception and a column cut /of stone/ reaching from 
the floor to the very top /of the edifice/ ... And he put up there sta
tues /of men/ and of ibexes, and of lions and panthers all made of 
bronze...19.

This example, this description of the real castle Haragam prove 
the reliability of rapturous and impressive narrations about the castle 
Ghumdan demolished long ago and never seen by the authors of narra
tions. We find here a credible picture of the castle in question and the 
enumeration of characteristic features of palace architecture in Yemen 
in the first centuries A.D., namely, loftiness, preeminence of stone 
and partial use of mud bricks and blocks, polychromy, stone and bronze 
statuary in abundance, and agricultural areas round about castles.

Material of tradition sheds some light on the history of the castle. 
The legends make it residence of Hassan, brother to Sharahbiil Ya'fur 
(named in the inscription quoted), son of As'ad al-Kamil. Hassan was 
for some time coregent with his father and as such he might surely 
have his residence in Ghumdan that was second in importance (after 
Raydan, the castle in the capital Zafar)20.

The tradition says that Ghumdan was destroyed by Aryat, the 
chief of Ethiopians who invaded Southern Arabia in the middle of the 
Vlth century. Other Yemeni castles, Salhin and Baynun, were demoli
shed at the same time21. In fact Ghumdan was not razed to the ground
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then as we find it frequently mentioned afterwards in connection with 
many later events.

Ghumdan is also specified as the residence of king Marthad al- 
Hayr. In tradition this name denotes a real Himyarite king, Marthad’ilan; 
Ahsan who was coregent with king Sumayfa Ashwa placed on the throne 
by Ethiopians in the middle of the VIth century. Again it was the se
cond best residence in the country which was (in fact, evidently) the 
coregent’s dwelling p la c e d 22. At that time San'a was not an official 
capital as yet.

Ghumdan became the major residence after the Persian conquest 
at the end of the VIth century. It was occupied first by Sayf ibn Dhu 
Yazan to whom Persians had given the sceptre and later by a Persian 
vicegerent. In 632 'Abhala al-Aswad, “ the false prophet” , seized 
San'a and made Ghumdan his residence thus demonstrating his inten
tion to continue the cause of ancient Yemeni kings (other demonstra
tive actions were the emphatic use of royal steeds and royal ritual 
arms).

It was in Ghumdan that main events of the plot against 'Abhala de
veloped. The conspiration was arranged by envoys of the prophet Mu
hammad and leaders of San'a’an Persians. The conspirators crept into 
the castle through an underground passage thanks to assistance of 
'Abhala’s wife who had been the widow of Shahr (son of the Persian vi
cegerent Bazan) killed by 'Abhala. Having got inside the castle the con 
spirators strangled 'Abhala23.

The fight of the conspirators with 'Abhala’s associates produced 
much damage in Ghumdan. The final demolition of the castle took place 
under caliph Uthman, evidently during the rebellion against his vicege
rents in 644 when the remains of Ghumdan perished in the fire24.

To be more exact, it had not perished entirely. The ruins of the 
huge edifice endured long after and its stones were carried away to be 
used in construction of mosques and new houses. On the site of Ghum
dan distinguished by great strategic eminence and convenience new 
fortifications arose again and again. When 'Ali b. al-Fadl who headed 
Yemeni Ishmaelites captured San'a in 905 his first move was to take a 
firm stand on the site of Ghumdan25.

In the Xth century Yufirids used the remains of Ghumdan to build 
their strongholds on its site, in the XIIIth century Rasulids did the sanu 
At present the hill of Ghumdan contains deposits of many layers which 
belong to different architectural periods26.
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In the program of investigation of the historical monuments of Yemen 
lad, in particular, of San'a, one of its most interesting cities, the study 

the remains of Ghumdan and scientific reconstruction of its appear- 
ance is  a most urgent and important task.
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